
 

Raffle A 
One Winner 

One Commissioned Art Piece  
by a Participating Artist  

PARTICIPATING ARTISTS For The ONE COMMISSIONED Art Piece  
One lucky winner will have the opportunity to choose one of the following artists to make a commissioned piece subject 
to the guidelines below. 
 

DEANNA CLUCAS 
SUBJECT:  Architectural study (i.e. house portrait), or similar, after 
consultation and agreement between the artist and client.  As an 
“alternative”, in place of a “commissioned painting”, the client 
may choose a finished painting from a selection of previously 
finished, framed, paintings in the artist’s home studio.  Many 
subjects and sizes are available. 
SIZE:  The format of the painting depends on the chosen subject, 
but the actual image size will be 11”x14” - single matted 
MEDIUM:  Watercolor 
FRAMED?:  Unframed; Artist will provide a single, white, mat for 
the finished work. (The client will be responsible for framing the 
finished commissioned artwork.) 
DETAILS: If a commissioned painting is desired, it will be done from 
a good quality reference photo (or photos) - either the artist’s or 
the client’s.  The client must provide the photo(s) if the subject is 
more than 10 miles from artist.    
 

MARK GIANGASPERO 
SUBJECT: Portrait 
SIZE: 16”x20” or 18”x24” 
MEDIUM: Oil Painting or Pastel 
FRAMED?: Unframed  
DETAILS: Portraits done from photo’s, ideally shot 
by Mark Giangaspero if possible.  
 

SALLY HESTON 
SUBJECT: Potential Subjects - Animal (i.e. pet portrait), 
Architectural study (i.e. house portrait). Image provided by the 
client. 
SIZE: Size and format of the painting depends on the chosen 
subject, but the actual image size will be a minimum of 11”x14” up 
to a maximum of 18” x 24”.   
MEDIUM: Watercolor or Pastel 
FRAMED?: Unframed; Artist will provide a single, white, mat for the 
finished work. (The client will be responsible for framing the 
finished commissioned artwork.) 
DETAILS: If a commissioned painting is desired, it will be done from 
a good quality reference photo (or photos) – provided by the client.  
 

SUSAN MENCINI 
SUBJECT:  Landscape 
SIZE:  12”x24” 
MEDIUM: acrylic/mixed media landscape painting 
done on watercolor paper mounted onto a 
cradled wooden gallery profile board 
FRAMED?: Unframed 
DETAILS: Color scheme and subject matter will be 
in line with your favorite season. This one of a kind 
piece will surely brighten any room of your home 
for many years to come. 

BETH LINDENBERGER 
SUBJECT:  4 Cups & 4 Bowls, Functional 
SIZE:  Various 
MEDIUM: Stoneware  
FRAMED?: N/A 
DETAILS: A selection of pieces will be presented from a collection of works made by Beth Lindenberger. The winner may 
choose from the items, valuing approximately $250.00. 

 


